Ref No: FIMT/IQAC/Law/2021-2022

Date: 16/12/2021

CHOICE OF ELECTIVE SUBJECT FOR BALLB/BBALLB 8TH SEMESTER

The students of BALLB/ BBALLB are hereby directed to fill the choices for the ELECTIVE Paper for upcoming 8th Semester of the 2021-2022 Session in the Google Form mentioned below.

Guidelines for the choice of Elective Subject for the upcoming 8th Sem

1. One Elective Paper has to be allotted for which you are directed to fill 1 preference as per the given choices in the google form
2. Only one subject will be allotted.
3. An elective subject will be offered only if the minimum 1/3rd of the total strength of students in the class will opt for it.
4. In case, the student do not fill the form by the last date then college will be at liberty to allot any subject to the student.
5. Last Date for filling the Form: 18th December, 2021

BALLB GOOGLE FORM: https://forms.gle/uPTKBbFKb68WhDRA6

BBALLB GOOGLE FORM: https://forms.gle/AZujbdZTWkmBM2tX7
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